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Abstract. With the increasing amount of multimodal content from
social media posts and news articles, there has been an intensified effort
towards conceptual labeling and multimodal (topic) modeling of images
and of their affiliated texts. Nonetheless, the problem of identifying and
automatically naming the core abstract message (gist) behind images
has received less attention. This problem is especially relevant for the
semantic indexing and subsequent retrieval of images. In this paper, we
propose a solution that makes use of external knowledge bases such as
Wikipedia and DBpedia. Its aim is to leverage complex semantic asso-
ciations between the image objects and the textual caption in order to
uncover the intended gist. The results of our evaluation prove the ability
of our proposed approach to detect gist with a best MAP score of 0.74
when assessed against human annotations. Furthermore, an automatic
image tagging and caption generation API is compared to manually set
image and caption signals. We show and discuss the difficulty to find the
correct gist especially for abstract, non-depictable gists as well as the
impact of different types of signals on gist detection quality.

1 Introduction

Recently, much work in image and language understanding has led to interdisci-
plinary contributions that bring together processing of visual data such as video
and images with text mining techniques. Because text and vision provide comple-
mentary sources of information, their combination is expected to produce better
models of understanding semantics of human interaction [3] therefore improving
end-user applications [25].

The joint understanding of vision and language data has the potential to
produce better indexing and search methods for multimedia content [11,31].
Research efforts along this line of work include image-to-text [10,14,22,36] and
video-to-text [1,5,20] generation, as well as the complementary problem of asso-
ciating images or videos to arbitrary texts [4,11]. Thus, most previous work
concentrates on the recognition of visible objects and the generation of literal,
descriptive caption texts. However, many images are used with the purpose of
stimulating emotions [26,27], e.g., the image of polar bears on shelf ice. To under-
stand the message behind such images, typically used for writing about complex
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Gist examples: Mammals of 
Southeast Asia, Trees, 
Orangutans, Botany, Plants

(a) Literal Pairing

Gist examples: Habitat, 
Conservation, Biodiversity, 
Extinction, EDGE species, 
Deforestation 

(b) Non-literal Pairing

Gist examples: Habitat 
Conservation, Biodiversity,
Extinction, Politics, Protest

(c) Non-literal Pairing

Fig. 1. Example image-caption pairs sharing either images or captions with their
respective gist entities (a, b: http://reut.rs/2cca9s7, REUTERS/Darren Whiteside,
c: http://bit.ly/2bGsvii, AP, last accessed: 08/29/2016.

topics like global warming or financial crises, semantic associations must be
exploited between the depictable, concrete objects of the image and the potential
abstract topics. Current knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, DBpedia, FreeBase
can fill this gap and provide these semantic connections. Our previous work [35]
introduces such a system for image understanding that leverages such sources
of external knowledge. The approach was studied in an idealized setting where
humans provided image tags and created the object vocabulary in order to make
design choices.

Contribution. Building on top of our previous work, a core contribution of
this paper is to study whether the performance of gist detection with external
knowledge is impacted when an automatic object detector is used instead of
human annotations. We make use of the Computer Vision API1 from Microsoft
Cognitive Services [8] - a web service that provides a list of detected objects and
is also capable of generating a descriptive caption of the image. This way, we
create a fully automatic end-to-end system for understanding abstract messages
conveyed through association such as examples of Fig. 1(b) and (c).

Microsoft Cognitive Service uses a network pre-trained on ImageNet [6].
Additionally it includes a CNN, which is capable of assigning labels to image
regions [13], and trains on Microsoft COCO [23] data, thus, resulting in a vocab-
ulary of 2,000 object categories. Together with Microsoft’s language generation
API, this information is used to generate a caption for an image, that did not
have one before.

Our task setup defines the understanding of abstract messages as being able
to describe this message with appropriate concepts from the knowledge base -
called gist nodes. This way we cast the problem as an entity ranking problem

1 https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/computer-vision-api.

http://reut.rs/2cca9s7
http://bit.ly/2bGsvii
https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/computer-vision-api
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which is evaluated against a human-generated benchmark of relevant entities
and categories.

We study the effects of automatic object detection separately for images with
literal descriptive captions and captions that utilize a non-literal (i.e., abstract)
meaning. While in both cases reasonable performance is obtained by our app-
roach, experiments point towards room for improvement for object detection
algorithms. We identify theoretical limits by analyzing which of the gist nodes
represent depictable (e.g. tree) versus non-depictable (e.g., philosophy) concepts.
These limits are complemented with experiments considering the signal from
either the image or the caption as well as automatically generated captions
from the Microsoft API, which ignore the original caption. We demonstrate that
understanding the message of non-literal image-caption pairs is a difficult task
(unachievable by ignoring the original caption) to which our approach together
with MS Cognitive Services provides a large step in the right direction.

2 Problem Statement

We study the problem of identifying the gist expressed in an image-caption
pair in the form of an entity ranking task. The idea is that general-purpose
knowledge bases such as Wikipedia and DBpedia provide an entry for many
concepts, ranging from people and places, to general concepts as well as abstract
topics such as “philosophy”. Some of these entries represent depictable objects,
such as “bicycle”, “solar panel”, or “tree”, some could be associated with visual
features such as “arctic landscape” or “plants”. The task is to identify (and
rank) the most relevant concepts (e.g., entities or categories from Wikipedia)
that describe the gist of the image-caption pair.

Problem Statement. Given an image with its respective caption as inputs,
predict a ranking of concepts from the knowledge base that best represent the
core message expressed in the image.

By predicting the most prominent gist of an image-caption pair, these can
be indexed by a search engine and provide diverse images in response to concept
queries. Our work provides a puzzle-piece in answering image queries also in
response to non-depictable concepts such as “biodiversity” or “endangered
species”.

We distinguish two types of image-caption pairs: Literal pairs, where the
caption describes what is seen on the image. In such cases the gist of the image is
often a depictable concept. In contrast, in non-literal pairs, image and caption
together allude to an abstract theme. These are often non-depictable concepts.
Figure 1 displays three examples on the topic of endangered species from both
classes with image, caption, and a subset of annotated gist nodes from the knowl-
edge base. The example demonstrates how changing the picture or caption can
drastically change the message expressed.

We devise a supervised framework for gist detection that is studied in the
context of both styles of image-caption pairs. In particular, we center our study
on the following research questions:
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RQ0: What is the fraction of depictable concept?
RQ1: Does an automatic image tagging change the prediction quality?
RQ2: Does an automatic caption generation change the prediction quality?
RQ3: Would an automatic approach capture more literal or more non-literal

aspects?
RQ4: What is the benefit of joint signals (in contrast to only caption or only

image)?

3 Related Work

Especially with the increasing amount of multi-modal datasets, the joint mod-
eling of cross-modal features has gained attention. Different combinations of
modalities (audio, image, text, and video) are possible, we focus on those mostly
related to our research. Those datasets consist of images with captions and/or
textual labeled object regions, e.g., Flickr8k [30] and Flickr30k [37], SBU Cap-
tioned Photo Dataset [28], PASCAL 1k dataset [9], ImageNet [21], and Microsoft
Common Objects in Context (COCO) [23].

Joint modeling of image and textual components, which utilizes KCCA
[15,32] or neural networks [19,33], have shown to outperform single modality
approaches. Independent from joint or single modeling, the applications are sim-
ilar, e.g., multimodal topic generation [34] or retrieval tasks: Generating descrip-
tions for images [7,14,22,29,36] and retrieving images for text [5,11]. The focus
in these works lies on the generation of descriptive captions, semantic concept
labeling, and depictable concepts [2,15,18,31], which results in literal pairs. In
contrast, our approach benefits from external knowledge to retrieve and rank
also abstract, non-depictable concepts for understanding both literal and non-
literal pairs. Our previous study [35] was conducted on manually given image
objects tags and captions. This work studies performance with an automatic
object detection system.

4 Approach: Gist Detection

The main idea behind our approach is to use a knowledge base and the graph
induced by its link structure to reason about connections between depicted
objects in the image and mentioned concepts in the caption. Our basic assump-
tion is that gist nodes may be directly referred in the image or caption or are
in close proximity of directly referred concepts. To identify these gist nodes, we
propose a graph mining pipeline, which mainly consists of a simple entity link-
ing strategy, a graph traversal and expansion based on a relatedness measure,
as shown in Fig. 2. Variations of the pipeline are studied in our prior work [35]
but are detrimental to experiments in this work also. We clarify pipeline steps
using the running example of a non-literal pair with a typical representative of
endangered species in (Fig. 1(b)).
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…

En ty Linking Graph Expansion Supervised Node Ranking

Seeds Intermediates Borders
Image-caption pair

Gist Candidate Selec on

Fig. 2. Gist extraction and ranking pipeline for a given image-caption pair. For sim-
plicity, we omit the edges betwell ween nodes in this figure.

4.1 The Knowledge Graph

Wikipedia provides a large general-purpose knowledge base about objects, con-
cepts, and topics. Furthermore, and even more importantly for our approach,
the link structure of Wikipedia can be exploited to identify topically associative
nodes. DBpedia is a structured version of Wikipedia. All DBpedia concepts have
their source in Wikipedia pages. In this work, our knowledge graph contains as
nodes all the Wikipedia articles and categories. As for edges, we consider the
following types of relations T , named by their DBpedia link property:

– dcterms:subject. The category membership relations that link an article to
the categories it belongs to, e.g., Wildlife corridor dcterms:subject Wildlife
conservation.

– skos:broader. Relationship between a category and its parent category in a
hierarchical structure, e.g., Wildlife conservation skos:broader Conservation.

– skos:narrower. Relationship between a category and its subcategories, e.g.,
Conservation skos:narrower Water conservation.

4.2 Step 1: Entity Linking

The first step is to project the image tags from the objects detected in the image
as well as the entities mentioned in the caption, e.g., wildlife corridors, onto nodes
in the knowledge base, e.g., Wildlife corridor. To obtain the entities mentioned
in the caption, we extract all the noun-phrases from the caption text. Each of
these noun-phrases and image tags are then linked to entities in the knowledge
base as follows: If the noun-phrase/image tag occurs in the knowledge base as
an exact name (i.e., title of Wikipedia page, category, or redirect), this entry
is selected as unambiguous. However, if it is the title of a disambiguation page,
we select the disambiguation alternative with shortest connections to already
projected unambiguous concepts (ignoring concepts with more than two hops).
In the following, we refer to all the linked knowledge base entities as seed nodes.
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4.3 Step 2: Graph Extraction

Our assumption is that the nodes representing the message best are not nec-
essarily contained in the set of seed nodes, but lie in close proximity to them.
Thus, we expand the seed node set to their neighborhood graph as follows: We
activate all the seed nodes neighbors on a radius of n-hops, with n = 2 according
to evidence from related work [16,24]. If any of the 2-hop neighbors lies on a
shortest path between any two seed nodes, we call it an intermediate node,
and further expand the graph around it on a radius of 2-hops. We name the
resulting graph the border graph of the image-caption pair.

Orangutan

Bornean 
Orangutan

Kalimantan

BorneoIndonesia

Lone Drøscher
Nielsen

Orangutan 
conservation

Conservation 
movement

Conservation 
biology

Conservation

Habitat 
Conservation

Habitat

Biodiversity

EDGE 
species

Conservation 
in Indonesia

Galdikas

Wildlife 
corridor Wildlife 

conservation

Environment in 
Indonesia

edonetaidemretnIedondeeS Border node

Fig. 3. Example of image-caption graph for the image-caption in Fig. 2.

Example. In Fig. 3, we show a graph excerpt of the image-caption graph
extracted for the image-caption shown in Fig. 1(b). The linked seed nodes are
Indonesia (as extracted from the caption), Orangutan (as extracted from the
image and caption) and Wildlife corridor (as extracted from the caption). In
this example, many suitable gist nodes are among the border nodes, i.e., Con-
servation and Orangutan Conservation.

4.4 Step 3: Gist Candidate Selection

After obtaining the border graph G, our aim is to select the nodes in this graph
that are best candidates for capturing the message of the image-caption pair.
We estimate for each node x its suitability as gist concept through its average
semantic relatedness σ̄ to all the seeds (S) and intermediate nodes (I), as shown
in Formula 1.

σ̄(x,G) =
1

|S ∪ I|
∑

y∈S∪I

σ(x, y) (1)
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In this paper, we use the symbol σ for representing any given relatedness
measure. For calculating the relatedness we use the exclusivity-based relatedness
measure of Hulpus et al. [17] with their hyperparameter settings (α = 0.25, top-
3 shortest paths). The measure for an edge is the higher the fewer alternative
relations of the same edge type each of its endnode has.

Using the resulting score for each node in the border graph, we select as
candidates the top-20 highest scoring nodes. These nodes are eventually ranked
in a supervised manner, based on a selection of features that we present in the
following step.

4.5 Step 4: Supervised Node Ranking

For each of the candidate nodes, a feature vector is created that is comprised of
different measures of proximity between seed nodes and candidate nodes. The
effectiveness of these features is studied within a learning-to-rank framework
which ranks nodes by their utility of expressing the gist of the image-caption
pair. Three boolean features {Seed, Intermediate, Border} indicate the expan-
sion stage that included the node. A numerical feature refers to the semantic
relatedness of the candidate nodes, to the seeds and intermediates. A retrieval-
based feature is computed by considering the content of the Wikipedia articles
that corresponds to the graph nodes. The feature aggregates object tags and the
caption into a search query to retrieve knowledge based articles from a Wikipedia
snapshot. We use a standard retrieval model called query-likelihood with Dirich-
let smoothing. Using the entire graph of DBpedia described in Sect. 4.1 global
node importance measures can be computed. These features are: (i) the inde-
gree of the node which counts how many DBpedia entities point to the given
entity; (ii) the clustering coefficient of the node which measures the ratio of
neighbours of the node that are themselves directly connected. This feature was
selected under the intuition that nodes denoting abstract concepts tend to have
lower clustering coefficient, while nodes denoting specific concepts tend to have
higher clustering coefficient; (iii) the node’s PageRank as a very popular measure
of node importance in graphs, which is also less computationally expensive on
large graphs (DBpedia has approx 6 million nodes and 60 million edges) than
other node centrality measures such as betweeness.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We begin our evaluation by studying whether the relevant gist nodes (scored 4
or 5 by human annotators) are in general depictable or not (RQ 0) by analyzing
a subset of the gold standard. Research questions RQ 1–4 (cf. Sect. 2) evaluate
the end-to-end system using Microsoft Cognitive Service in combination with
our approach presented in Sect. 4.

Dataset and Gold Standard. To conduct our evaluation we create a dataset2

containing 328 pairs of images and captions with a balanced amount of literal
2 dataset and gold standard: https://github.com/gistDetection/GistDataset.

https://github.com/gistDetection/GistDataset
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and non-literal pairs (164 literal, 164 media-iconic pairs). The non-literal pairs
are collected from news portals such as www.theguardian.com. The literal pairs
use the same images as the non-literal pairs, but have a descriptive caption that
is created by annotators. One of our goals is to be able to evaluate the proposed
gist detection approach independently from automated object detection systems,
thus annotators also manually assign labels to objects in the images.

The gold standard annotation of gist nodes is conducted by annotators select-
ing nodes from the knowledge-base representing the gist and assigning ranks to
each of the nodes, on a Likert scale ranging from 0 (irrelevant) to 5 (core gist).
Nodes with level 4 and 5 are referred to as relevant gists. For each pair there is
only one gist which is annotated with level 5, following the assumption of having
one core gist which represents the message best. On a subset, annotators also
assessed whether a gist is depictable.

Experimental Setup. The feature set (cf. Sect. 4.5) is used in a supervised
learning-to-rank framework (RankLib3). As ranking algorithm, we use Coor-
dinate Ascent with a linear kernel. We perform 5-fold cross validation, with
training optimized towards the target metric Mean Average Precision (MAP),
which is a recall-oriented measure averaging the precision at those ranks where
the recall changes. Besides MAP, the evaluations contain normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG@10), which is a graded retrieval measure, and Precision
(P@10) of the top ten nodes from the ranked lists.

For every image, besides the original and manually set captions and object
tags, we also evaluate automatically generated captions and image tags (in the
following abbreviated with MS tags and MS captions, respectively) by using
Computer Vision API from Microsoft Cognitive Services.

5.1 RQ 0: Relevant Gists: Depictable or Not?

We study whether gist concepts as selected by annotators tend to be depictable
or non-depictable. For a subset of the gold standard pairs, annotators decided
for all relevant gist concepts whether this concept is depictable, not-depictable,
or undecided. On average the fraction of depictable core gists is 88% for literal
pairs versus only 39% for the non-literal pairs. On the larger set of all relevant
gists, 83% are depictable for literal pairs versus 40% for the non-literal pairs.
The decision what an automatic image tagging system might be able to detect is
difficult for humans, reflected in an inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss’ kappa [12])
of κ = 0.42 for core gists and κ = 0.73 for relevant gists.

Discussion RQ 0. These results are in line with our initial assumption that
literal pairs tend to have depictable concepts as gist, and the non-literal pairs
have a predominant amount of non-depictable concepts as gist (cf. Sect. 2). This
finding underlines the fact that the core message of images does not necessarily
correspond to objects that are depicted in the image. This reinforces the need for
approaches that are able to reason with semantic associations between depictable
and abstract concepts.
3 http://lemurproject.org/ranklib.php.

https://www.theguardian.com/
http://lemurproject.org/ranklib.php
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5.2 RQ 1: Manual vs. Automatic Image Tagging

To answer our first research question, we study the performance impact of using
an automatic object detector for image tagging, MS tags, as opposed to manual
tags (tags). In both cases we are using the original literal and non-literal captions
(captions). We refer to the combination of MS tags with original captions as
the realistic, end-to-end approach considering that images with captions
are typically published without image object tags. We compare the performance
difference on different stages: First, we note that the manual tags arise from
43 different entities with 640 instances over the complete dataset. The MS tags
are from 171 different entities with 957 instances. There are 131 overlapping
instances between manual and automatic tags, which amounts to less than one
shared tag per image and 20% overlap over the complete dataset.

Second, we compare the performance of the manual and MS tags, both com-
bined with the original captions (cf. Table 1). As expected, a higher performance
is achieved with manual tags (Tags&Captions, MAP: 0.74), but the realistic app-
roach achieves a reasonable quality as well (MAP: 0.43).

Discussion RQ 1. The overlap between MS and manual image tags is rather
low (20%) and the detected concepts are not always correct (e.g., a polar bear
is detected as herd of sheep). However, the MS tags in combination with the
original captions achieve a reasonable ranking, which indicates the ability of
automatic detectors to find relevant concepts and our method of being capable
to handle certain levels of noise.

5.3 RQ 2: Manual vs. Automatic Caption Generation

Spinning the use of automatic detectors further, based on the detected objects,
descriptive captions are generated and used as an alternative input. Doing so,
we would ignore the original caption and ask, whether this is sufficient. We
compare to the same stages as in RQ1. The manual captions use around 300
and 700 different entities (seed nodes) for the literal (l) and non-literal (nl)
pairs, respectively. The MS caption results in 130 different entity nodes. 10% (l)
and 3% (nl) of the instances overlap between the nodes from the manual and
the MS captions across all image-caption pairs. However, the assessment of the
non-literal pairs is restricted by the fact that automatic detectors are trained on
models with a descriptive purpose.

In the following, we compare the manual captions to the MS captions within
our approach. We combine each caption with the manual image tags and provide
it as input for the pipeline described in Sect. 4. We study the combinations
with respect to the complete dataset (cf. Table 1) and compare again to the
pure manual input signals (MAP: 0.74). A better ranking than for the realistic
approach can be achieved across all pairs (Tags & MS caption, MAP: 0.48).

In contrast to the strong results of the manual input signals, the pure auto-
matic signals perform worse across all pairs (MAP: 0.14, cf. Table 1).

Discussion RQ 2. The overlap between MS and manual caption is low (3–10%),
the MS captions are short, and the focus of the captions does not always match
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Table 1. Ranking results (grade 4 or 5) according to different input signals and feature
sets. Significance is indicated by * (paired t-test, p-value ≤ 0.05).

Both Non-Literal Literal

MAP Δ% NDCG@10 P@10 MAP Δ% NDCG@10 P@10 MAP Δ% NDCG@10 P@10

Tag&

Caption

0.74 0.00 0.71 0.71 0.64 0.00 0.59 0.58 0.83 0.00 0.84 0.84

Tag&MS

Caption

0.48 −34.75* 0.63 0.56 0.36 −44.44* 0.45 0.38 0.61 −27.33* 0.80 0.73

MS

tags&

Caption

0.43 −41.67* 0.58 0.53 0.40 −37.55* 0.49 0.44 0.46 −44.95* 0.68 0.61

MS

tags&MS

caption

0.14 −80.49* 0.28 0.23 0.09 −86.06* 0.17 0.14 0.20 −76.11* 0.39 0.32

Tags

only

0.48 −36.79* 0.65 0.57 0.28 −47.25* 0.40 0.33 0.68 −28.29* 0.89 0.82

MS tags

only

0.13 −84.02* 0.24 0.20 0.06 −89.50* 0.13 0.11 0.20 −79.83* 0.35 0.29

Caption

only

0.38 −49.68* 0.54 0.49 0.31 −51.79* 0.40 0.35 0.45 −47.59* 0.67 0.63

MS cap-

tion only

0.07 −91.49* 0.15 0.12 0.05 −93.25* 0.10 0.08 0.09 −89.18* 0.19 0.16

the focus of the manual caption (e.g., example Fig. 1 receives the caption “There
is a sign”, without considering the orangutan, although it was detected as mon-
key by the automatic image tagging). However, the ranking of the combined
automatic and manual approach with respect to the complete dataset performs
reasonably well. This shows promising opportunities for using our approach
together with semi-automatic image tagging and/or caption creation in a real-
world pipeline. In the following, we study these results in more detail with respect
to the distinction between literal and non-literal pairs.

5.4 RQ 3: Literal vs. Non-literal Aspect Coverage by Automatic
Detector

Next, we study the input combinations with respect to the non-literal and literal
pairs and compare again with the pure manual input (cf. Table 1). Analyzing MS
tags&MS captions as input shows a moderate ranking for the literal pairs (MAP:
0.20). However, the performance for the non-literal pairs is bisected (MAP: 0.09).
This result is expected because without any context, it is currently impossible for
an automatic caption generator to recommend non-literal captions. The realistic
approach has a performance decrease of less than 40% (MAP: 0.40 (nl), 0.46 (l)).
Substituting the manual captions by the automatic captions results in an even
better performance for the literal pairs, but a lower performance than with the
realistic approach for the non-literal pairs (Tags&MS caption MAP: 0.36 (nl),
0.61 (l)).

Discussion RQ 3. The evaluation results across all input signal combinations
confirm our intuition that gists of non-literal pairs are more difficult to detect.
These non-literal pairs, however, are the ones found in news, blogs, and twitter,
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which are our main interest. Automatic approaches can address descriptive pairs
by detecting important objects in the image and describe those in the caption.
However, the automatic approaches lack mentioning things that are salient to
detect the gist of non-literal pairs. With respect to RQ 3 we have shown that
pure automatic detectors achieve fair results for pairs where a descriptive output
is wanted. A good performance of automatic object detectors is also achieved
within the realistic approach. However, these results indicate that differentiating
captions - which is currently done by setting the captions manually - is necessary
to detect the gist.

5.5 RQ 4: Comparison of Single Signals vs. Signal Combination

Since experiments from the field of multi-modal modeling have demonstrated
improvements by combining textual and visual signals, we study whether this
effect also holds for our case—especially with respect to non-literal pairs (cf.
Table 1). For a detailed analysis, we also study MS tags Only and MS captions
Only.

Given the image tags as input signal only, the literal pairs - apart from ndcg
- are nearly as good as using the combined signal as input (MAP: 0.68). In
contrast, the non-literal pairs are worse than combining signals (Δ%: −47.25%).
The MS tags have an informative content for the literal, but achieve only a fifth
of the performance for the non-literal pairs compared to the manual input (MAP:
0.20 vs. 0.68 (l), 0.06 vs 0.28 (nl)). The same study is conducted on the captions
as single input signal (Caption Only and MS caption Only). Interestingly, the
caption only performs better than the image tags only for the non-literal pairs.
Especially for non-literal pairs the results degrade significantly when the caption
is replaced by a MS caption.

Discussion RQ 4. The results of Table 1 show that image-only signals can-
not completely convey abstract and/or associative topics and thus, cannot fully
address the requirements of non-literal pairs. However, these results prove also
another hypothesis, that concrete objects which can be detected in the image,
are important pointers towards the relevant gists. We remark that for both types
of pairs the performance benefit from the combination of signals. Apart from the
manual tags for the literal pairs, we conclude that the gist cannot be detected
with only the caption or only the image signal.

6 Conclusion

Our aim is to understand the gist of image-caption pairs. For that we address the
problem as a concept ranking, while leveraging features and further gist candi-
dates from an external knowledge base. We compare manually to automatically
gathered information created by automatic detectors. The evaluation is con-
ducted on the complete test collection of 328 image-caption pairs, with respect
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to the different input signals, signal combination, and single signal analysis. Fur-
thermore, we study both, non-literal and literal pairs. Our finding is that com-
bining signals from image and caption improves the performance for all types of
pairs. An evaluation of inter-annotator agreement has shown that literal pairs
in most of the cases have a depictable gist and non-literal pairs have a non-
depictable gist. This analysis result is in line with the finding that non-literal
more benefit from the (manual) caption signal, whereas literal more benefit from
image signals. Within the realistic scenario, we test the performance of object
detectors in the wild, which shows level for improvement of 10%.
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